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Elise Brophy

From: Representations

Sent: 02 February 2022 13:29 
To: Representations <representations@oldham.gov.uk> 
Subject: Re: Objection to license application for Avro stadium whitebank road  
 
My address is 96 Green Lane ol8 3az my back garden and living room back on to the football pitch at the 
back of the stadium  
 
 
Sent: 01 February 2022 20:15 
To: ENV LICENSING <licensing@oldham.gov.uk> 
Subject: Objection to license application for Avro stadium whitebank road  
Application for license to sell alcohol at Avro football stadium  
I wish to put in an objection to any application Avro have put in to sell alcohol at the whitebank road stadium  
The grounds are already illegally selling it and have total disregard for any following of instruction or guidelines laid 
down by oldham Council who at the moment are not implementing any penalties for their blatant misuse of what 
the stadium. Is for. 
Currently the football and now the rugby in such a residential area is causing massive impact on my mental health 
and wellbeing  
I am a keyworker working long hours early morning and late night and I currently have no rest in the privacy of my 
home and garden from the constant noise of the football and rugby going on from early morning to 10pm its 
constant at weekends all day and every evening the language is appaling I have seen men urinating near the white 
tent on the back field  
I am unable to sleep in the mornings as they are playing before 9am and all you can hear is the trainers and parents 
shouting on the side lines that are right up to my garden fence and then the rugby are playing after 8pm with the 
shouting and banging this is effecting my ability to relax and sleep and I have been prescribed medication to help me 
with my anxiety and stress over this. 
It is all intruding and destroying wildlife in the area the bats foxes and badgers to name a few the club have 
destroyed badger sets and continue to do so to get what they want on site 
Giving them a license with increase what is already a nightmare to live with it will increase footfall in traffic and 
people going for alcohol youngsters will be congregating to buy alcohol which will then lead to anti social behaviour 
vandalism noise and total disregard for the residents in the area 
The badger society and ecologists have confirmed badgers are on the grounds there are bats and foxes whose 
homes have been destroyed trees have been chopped down to make room.for the football pitch behind . Since Avro 
arrived they have continued to flault the law during covid and oldham.council have done nothing about enforcing 
anything despite complaints from residents  
My quality of life at weekends and evenings is already damaged by the noise and lack of relaxation and quiet and by 
giving them a license will just lead me to further issues effecting my well being  
I object to any license being given to the Avro stadium on whitebank road  
 


